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By Randall E. Stross

Atlantic Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Planet Google: How One Company is
Transforming Our Lives, Randall E. Stross, This is a revelatory expose of Google and its ambition to
become the controller of 'all the world's information'. "Planet Google" explores the profound
implications of that strategy for the business world, and for us all. Google has a dream: to manage
the entire world's information. The company wants to access every single bit of it it can - from
news, to financial and historical data; from the content of books, films and TV, to a complete
record of the Earth's surface; and most controversially, the statistics of our personal lives - from
what we have been reading, to who we have been talking to, to what we have been buying and
where. If information is power, then Google are a force to be reckoned with. Google is almost
evangelical in its belief that by realizing its vision it will be fulfilling the promise of computing, as
envisioned by its founding developers. Others, however, are increasingly alarmed by the invasion of
privacy that Google's vision might both entail and enable. With unprecedented access to the key
players at Google HQ,...
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An incredibly great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Josef ina  Yundt-- Josef ina  Yundt

Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina  Runte PhD-- Alvina  Runte PhD
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